(A) Policy Statement

The hospital shall have procedures designed to alert personnel to computer downtime regarding hospital applications whether scheduled or unscheduled.

(B) Purpose of Policy

To provide guidelines designed to manage computer downtime, reduce the interruption of patient care services and assure a continuous flow of clinical information.

(C) Procedure

1. ALL DOWNTIME:

   All departments entering the information into the computer shall have written procedures to assure the capture and retention of necessary information during computer downtime.

2. SCHEDULED DOWNTIME:

   When a downtime has been scheduled for an outage by Information Technology, all heads of departments having computer access to hospital applications shall receive an email informing them of the planned downtime and the intended duration of the downtime.

   The exception to this notification will be unplanned emergency downtime. These will be communicated by phone and/or overhead announcement. The decision to call a code copper via an overhead announcement is determined by hospital and or nursing administration.

3. UNSCHEDULED DOWNTIME

   When a computer system is down, Information Technology will respond to inquiries regarding the unscheduled downtime. When an estimate for the length of downtime is determined it will be made available via the IT Help Desk automated attendant recording.

   During the short-term downtime, departments shall continue with the hard copy system of documentation for various aspects of the patient encounter, entering the data once the computer is on-line.